HOW TO REACH EETT in ATHENS

60 Kifissias Avenue, 151 25 Maroussi, Athens, Greece

EETT premises are located at Maroussi (otherwise Amarousion, about 10km from the city centre), at 60 Kifissias Av. The entrance is at a private pedestrian street, on the right side of the Alpha Bank building. The reception is on the 7th floor. The meeting will take place at the conference room of the 6th floor (on the right of the entrance door).
Stairs to upper level

From the city centre
Kifissias Avenue

From the airport
railway route
1. From the airport to EETT premises:

you may either use the bus (get off at station KIFISIAS):

http://www.oasa.gr/xpmap.php?id=px93

or the railway (‘Proastiakos’)
(get off at station KIFISIAS – the station is located at a lower level below the ring road):


10 minutes walking: climb up the stairs, get on the ring road and go to the direction that you can see the big OTE building on your left hand, but make sure you stay at the right side of the road. EETT is on the right side of the road towards OTE direction.

2. From the airport to the city centre (station SYNTAGMA SQUARE):

you may either use the bus:

http://athensairportbus.com/en/timetable/x95airporttoathensdowntown.html

or the subway (‘metro’)/railway (‘proastiakos’):


The ticket cost from/to the airport is 5€ (bus) or 8€ (subway).

3. How to reach EETT:

If you prefer to stay at the centre, you may reach EETT:

by bus (direction to Kifissia- get off at OTE station is located almost outside the building):

http://www.oasa.gr/xpmap.php?id=px14 (this bus is also convenient at the backward direction, if you prefer to stay at Kifissia)
http://www.oasa.gr/xpmap.php?id=pa7

or by subway (‘metro’)/railway (‘proastiakos’)
(this choice is more complicated: one or two changes at the subway, then a change at NERANTZIOTISSA station to suburban railway till KIFISSIAS railway station and finally 10 minutes walking – see directions above par.1)

http://www.ametro.gr/files/maps/AM_Sxedio_Anaptiksis_May15_en_LG.jpg

The ticket cost for all means is 1,20 € (http://www.oasa.gr/content.php?id=comgen)

You may always use a taxi from your hotel.
We usually suggest the suburban railway, since it is reliable and only a 10’ minute walk away from EETT but you have to change from subway to railway. Also please read carefully the instructions for the route from Kifissias Station to EETT since it may be a little bit confusing.

We don’t usually recommend taking the bus because depending on the traffic, it might take hours to get to your destination. On the other hand you don’t have to change anywhere.

The airport is only a 25-30’ drive from EETT, using a taxi. You should not worry about the traffic on that specific route, since you are using the highway. From the center of Athens, a taxi is not always the fastest way, since depending on the time of the day there might be some heavy traffic. In any case for a ride from the center of Athens to EETT, you should not pay more than 20 €, unless the traffic is unbearable. If you want a receipt, better ask before getting into the taxi on whether they can give you one.

Here is a list of hotels that may interest you:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotels</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotel &quot;Des Roses&quot;</td>
<td><a href="http://www.desroses.gr">http://www.desroses.gr</a></td>
<td>+30 210 8019952</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General info